
 

 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE   
 

ACR+ NEW FOUNDING MEMBER OF CLOSE THE GLASS LOOP 
 
The Association of Cities and Regions for sustainable Resource management (ACR+) joins FEVE and 
the other founding members FERVER, EXPRA, UNESDA, MWE, EUROCITIES and SPIRITSEUROPE to 

achieve 90% of glass packaging collection for recycling by 2030. 
 

Brussels, Monday 4 May 2020 
 
ACR+ represents 1100 municipalities and 52 local and regional authorities (1) and today joins Close the 
Glass Loop platform putting their extensive network at the disposal of the platform (2). Thanks to the 
cooperation of its members, ACR+ will have a key role in gathering data to build an overview of how 
the glass collection and sorting chain work in the Member States, cross-analysing for this national 
frameworks and local waste practices. This intelligence gathering work will enrich the Close the Glass 
Loop campaign and will encourage key stakeholders to focus more on end-of-use glass packaging 
management as a key sustainable resource that needs to be better exploited.  
 

“We can work shoulder to shoulder with Close the Glass Loop as we have the same mission: making 
our cities circular and turning waste into sustainable resources for a more efficient EU Circular 
Economy. For ACR+, joining the platform is an opportunity to bring together the different players of 
the glass loop and more sharply define the role of local and regional bodies. This could open up new 
initiatives and ways of working together”, comments Françoise Bonnet, Secretary General of ACR+. 
“The recently announced Circular Economy Action Plan welcomes synergies between the industry and 
public authorities and it puts in place important resources to drive the implementation of local circular 
economies. I am confident we can explore together how some of them can be functional to the Close 
the Glass Loop objectives.” 
 
Although household glass packaging collection is a step of a single-stream system which is relatively 
simpler than for other municipal waste collection systems, there are several hurdles today resulting 
in 24% of glass containers put on the market being lost. Municipalities are crucial partners in meeting 
higher objectives on glass collection & recycling through source-separated waste collection systems. 
In many countries, municipalities are fully responsible to operate collection, and are essential players 
in interacting with the citizens when they are disposing of waste. Municipalities know best the 
territory and the diverse cultural and social habits of citizens in terms of waste management.  
 
“To achieve high recycling rates, we have to make sure collected glass is of good enough quality. 
comments Adeline Farrelly, FEVE Secretary General, “ACR+ members’ are invaluable partners in 
collection and sorting infrastructures. Their support is fundamental to eliminate residual waste as 
much as possible and enable bottle-to-bottle recycling”, adds Adeline Farrelly.  
 
ACR+ is a partner of the Horizon 2020 Collectors project. This research can be very functional to the 
work of Close the Glass Loop. The project aims to enable a better alignment between waste collection 



 

 

 

systems and the recycling value chain.  It has been focusing on various activities whose results will be 
useful for the platform: extensive documentation of local collection system, in-depth analysis of 
several case studies regarding their economic balance, environmental impact and quality of sorted 
materials, and researches to enable better decision-making processes. 
 
END NOTES  
 

(1) https://www.acrplus.org/en/   
(2) https://feve.org/about-glass/introducing-close-the-glass-loop/  
 

For more information please contact:  
Michael Delle Selve 
Senior Communications Manager 
FEVE – The EU Container Glass Federation  
Email: m.delleselve@feve.org      
Mobile: +32 475 52 24 58 
Twitter: @FeveEU 

Francesco Lembo 
Managing Director 
ACR+ 
Email: fl@acrplus.org 
Phone: +32 2 234 65 01 
Twitter: @ACRplus 

 
About  ACR+ 
The Association of Cities and Regions for sustainable Resource management (ACR+) is an international network 
of cities and regions sharing the aim of promoting sustainable resource management and accelerating the 
transition towards a circular economy on their territories and beyond. Gathering over 100 members, the 
network is open to other key players in the field of material resource management, such as NGOs, academic 
institutions, consultancies, or private organisations. Members’ needs and priorities define the network’s 
activities, which include facilitating the exchange of experiences between members and the sharing of technical 
and policy information. To strengthen the knowledge and capacities of the network and promote innovation in 
the field of material resource management, ACR+ is also involved in several projects at the European level and 
in the Mediterranean region, in cooperation with its members. For more information visit our website: 
www.acrplus.org  
 
About FEVE 
FEVE is the Federation of European manufacturers of glass containers for food and beverage and flacons for 
perfumery, cosmetics and pharmacy markets. Its members produce over 80 billion glass containers per year.  
The association has some 60 corporate members belonging to approximately 20 independent corporate groups.  
Their 150 manufacturing plants are located across 23 European States and maintain 125.000 direct and indirect 
jobs along the total supply chain. See more at www.feve.org. 
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